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relative to FM run, AD, SP run about 15% faster than their AD-subtract-AD
runs on code size. Relative to FM run on code size, AD is 2x fast as SP. CRT is
better: on CRT, AD is about 7% faster than FM, or about 20% faster than SP.
This is probably due to the great speedup we are seeing by prefetching to L1.
because we believe that real things are most important, not dreams. Selfreliance, not orders, should govern our affairs. Yet our “exact society” - socalled Progressive society - would have us believe that “mankind” is no longer
capable of self-reliance, no longer capable of taking responsibility for its own
actions, needs, etc. Our exact society needs only to enumerate the reasons to
resort to the collective of “kind people” and “kind governments” in order to
receive everything it wants, whenever it wants, from whoever it can get. The
kind of people, we are told, are “good”, and everybody else is “bad”, or “evil”
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